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“Cowboys for Veterans” 

By: Steve White #346                                                                                            

 

Way back in March, actually on St. Patrick’s Day of this year, two of 
our own Lone Ranger fans, Bobbi Schlosser, TLRFC member #299 and 
John Phipps participated in an event called “Cowboys for Veterans”.   
This event focused on veterans with traumatic brain injuries and post-

traumatic stress disorder. It was held in Swanton, Ohio.  Bobbi, a resident of 
nearby Bryan, is a gifted artist, donated a painting named “War Horse” to the 
cause.  She was thrilled as the painting sold for over $200.  

 

Bobbi has written for The Silver Bullet, in March of 2015 and again in June of 
2017.  She wrote about her father Ralph E. Goll, who was a contributing writer 
for the Lone Ranger series. He worked for Fran Striker. Please take the time to 
re-read her articles which sheds light on how some of the shows came to be.  
Bobbi has been involved with special needs citizens, teaching them art; 
something she still does after retirement.                                                                                        

 

John Phipps is Tonto.  I should write that he is a Tonto look-alike; but he 
portrays Jay Silverheels, as accurately as anyone could. He was even complimented 

by the son of Jay, saying that John’s costume and 
mannerisms were great matches for his father’s.  He has been a fan of 
Westerns and an admirer of Jay for just about his whole life; but has 
only been active in the look-alike world since 2005.  

 

Bobbi Schlosser, left pictured with John Phipps at a Cowboys for 
Veterans event, held in Swanton, Ohio. Phipps is holding “Spirit of 
Silver”, another painting that Bobbi had on display. 

 

Information on John was in the March 2016 The Silver Bullet . He has 
been a part of several Cowboy events. He trained under Gordie Peer 
(featured in the September 
2017 The Silver Bullet) for 

knife throwing and cracking a whip; both activities only 
adds to his portrayal as Tonto.  At one of Gordie’s more 
recent Cowboy Schoolhouse events, he publically praised 
John for his portrayal of Jay Silverheels’ Tonto, 
reinforcing Jay’s son’s views.  Gordie was a good friend 
of Jay’s, dating back to years before the Lone Ranger and 
Tonto galloped onto television; so this compliment comes 
from a “giant” in the Cowboy world.   

 

 

“WAR HORSE” 

Photo: Courtesy of The 
Bryan Times                                                                                             

John and Dawn Wells (Marianne on 

Gilligan’s Island) 

Steve White 
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John knows much about Jay Silverheels and is well studied on Western TV 
and motion pictures.  He has known first hand some of the famous people 
of the TV/motion picture world, including: James Drury, Clint Walker, 
L.Q. Jones, Dan Haggerty,  Donna Douglas, Dawn Wells, Greg Palmer, 
and Russ McCubbin.  Others may know; but for most of us, Mr. Palmer 
and Mr. McCubbin may not be names that pop out at first; but both of 
these actors played in an incredible list of movies and television shows, the 
same goes for Mr. Jones, who was born Justus Ellis McQueen. Greg 
Palmer was in 20 Gunsmoke episodes and in John Wayne’s last movie, The 
Shootist. L.Q. Jones was in the first Cheyenne episode and appeared in 25 
Virginian episodes and also in The Mask of Zorro and Lone Wolf 
McQuade, and Russ McCubbin played in Clint Eastwood’s High Plains 
Drifter, Sudden Impact, and Any Which Way You Can.  

   

John Phipps is part Cherokee; an Army veteran; lives in Linden, Indiana 
and a perfect Tonto.  That’s easy for him because he is a great man.  He says he is blessed to have 
met so many actors and to be on this look-alike journey.   

 

Many thanks to Bobbi and John for their dedicated support of veterans and for keeping our fictional 
heroes going strong. 

Special thanks to Bobbi Schlosser, John Phipps and Lucas Bechtol of The Bryan Times.   

John Phipps with “Scout” 

This picture was taken in Santa Fe, New Mexico June 23rd, 

2018 at Old West Auctions. Dusty Johnson, TLRFC member # 

006, is standing next to an original Lone Ranger saddle with all 

of the accessories. . The cantle is inscribed "The Lone Ranger" 

and is documented to be one of the saddles used by Clayton 

Moore in the TV episodes.  

 

It was made by Edward H. Bohlin and the auction price was 

$130,000 plus buyer premium. 

 

The picture behind Dusty which is basic advertising art - glass 

over print, sold for $19,000. 

 

TLRFC Note - It appears that someone did an excellent job 

polishing the silver - Amazing that for the age of this saddle 

and accessories it has a beautiful shine.  
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MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ACTORS’ COUNTRY HOME  

(Boot Hill to Happy Ending) 

By: Bill Niland #199 

Boot Hill is the name given to the places where old cowboys go to die.  No one seems 

to know where the word came from, but it is used regularly in Western movies to 

denote cemetery or dying field. The phrase about “wanting to die with boots on” may 

provide a hint? 

Jay Silverheels, Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard, DeForrest Kelly and many more passed 

their final days at the Screen and Television Actors Country Home in Woodland Hills, 

California. 

When I visited Clayton Moore, who lived 3 miles away, I stopped into the Country Home. 

As I gazed around the lobby, I could see faces I knew from movies, familiar faces, only now they were older, 

in wheelchairs, with no theatrical makeup, frozen in time. 

At the time, I was sad. I felt I had intruded on the privacy of people I did not know, and I felt bad for them 

and for me. 

But as I gain years, my perspective now applauds the efforts made to provide a welcoming place for those in 

the closing days of their lives. How comforting it must be to be surrounded by others you have known, with 

people whose life involved similar experiences. 

The home was established in 1940 when the then-president of the Motion Picture Relief Fund, Jean Hersholt, 

found 48 acres of walnut and orange groves in the southwest end of the San Fernando Valley and built a 

facility to care for aging actors.  

 

To qualify, one must have earned a living from his craft for 20 years or more. Actors, actresses, stagehands, 

lighting people, may all apply for a cottage or room. The waiting list is generally weeks long, suggesting a 

steady turnover. 

Jay Silverheels died here in March of 1980 from a stroke.  Since Clayton died in 

December 1999, we can assume he visited Jay. Imagine what those visits would 

have been like. Jay was debilitated by stroke. I saw him at Suffolk Downs in 

Boston.  They drove him onto the track in a 2 wheel sulky with no support for his 

head…I turned away and was sorry I came. 

So, if and when Clayton visited the home, it is likely he would see others he knew 

from their mutual work in movies and TV. We can expect that he would stop to 

talk to those he knew, perhaps say hello to the other familiar faces as he headed into and out of Jay’s room. 

In TV we know Tonto is credited with saving The Lone Ranger with heroic efforts and dedicated application 

of Indian skill. Perhaps this imaginary visit between old saddle companions provides an epic return of favor. 

Bless them both. 

Bill Niland 

Clayton and Bill 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_Picture_%26_Television_Fund
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Hersholt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Fernando_Valley
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TRIVIA FUN!!!!!  
By:  Nolan Greer  #652       

In the June, 2018 Silver Bullet trivia contest we asked: 

“In the Swami” (June 1955), Lou Krugman played Swami Yoganto, but according to the script, the Swami’s real name in 
the program was _____? 

a. John Smith 

b. Steve Smith 

c. Sam Courtney 

d. Sam Silversmith 

Of all the members who guessed, only 1 had the correct answer.  (It must have been a very difficult question). The correct 
answer was b. Steve Smith.  The correct answer was submitted by: 

 

Daniel O’Neill, Member #025 
 

Congratulations, Dan. This is Dan’s second win. Way to go! Great timing! 

 

NEW TRIVIA QUESTION 

 

Only one season of the Lone Ranger TV series was in color - the rest were black and white. Which Season was in color? 

a) Season three 

b) Season four  

c) Season five 

d) Season six 

The tenth correct answer wins fleeting fame and posting in the next newsletter.  One entry per member please.  

Send your answer to nolan.greer226@gmail.com 

A LITTLE HUMOR CORNER 
The Lone Ranger and Tonto went camping in the desert. After they got their tent all set up, they fell sound 

asleep.  

Some hours later, Tonto wakes The Lone Ranger and says, "Kemo Sabe, look towards sky, what you see?"  

The Lone Ranger replies, "I see millions of stars."  

"What that tell you?" asked Tonto.  

The Lone Ranger ponders for a minute, then says, "Astronomically speaking, it tells me there are millions of 

galaxies and potentially billions of planets. Astrologically, it tells me Saturn is in Leo. Time wise, it appears to 

be approximately a quarter past three in the morning. Theologically, it's evident the Lord is all-powerful and we 

are small and insignificant. Meteorologically, it seems we will have a beautiful day tomorrow. What's it tell you, 

Tonto?  

Tonto is silent for a moment, then says, "Kemo Sabe It tell me someone stolen tent."  

(send your LR jokes to nolan.greer226@gmail.com) 

mailto:nolan.greer226@gmail.com
mailto:nolan.greer226@gmail.com
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FROM THE EDITOR!                  By:  Annie Little #606 

 

Thank you to Pam Bruce (member # 667) for 

forwarding this collage from the  

April 7, 1955 episode: 

Trigger Finger 

Well, with this issue of the Silver Bullet, I have now started my second year as 

Editor of our newsletter.  It’s unbelievable how quickly this year has gone by.  I’ve 

had the privilege of speaking to some wonderful people and seeing some of their 

very rare photos.  I only wish I had the good fortune to be a collector of some of 

these items, which to me, are priceless memorabilia.   

The closest I’ve come to owning a piece of Lone Ranger memorabilia is a little 

mini tin lunch-box - approximately 4” x 3” given to me as a gift from my sister-in-

law, Joan.  It’s just a small item, but it makes me very happy to own it.  On one of the side panel it states: 

“In 1941 Cheerios was introduced as America’s 1st ready-to-eat cereal.  In our 

early years, we developed a strong relationship with a true American hero:  The 

Lone Ranger. …”   

It goes on to state that it was celebrating its 60th anniversary and its partnership with 

The Lone Ranger by issuing this tin.  The year was 2001.   

I thought, “2001 isn’t really old”.  This was a new tin from 2001 - but, wait 2001???  

That was 17 years ago.  Holy cow!  17 years ago seems like yesterday to me.  No 

wonder this past year has flown by so quickly.  

I’ve gone a long way around to get to the moral of this tale 

and that moral is to enjoy every minute, hour and day of 

your life.  Be grateful for all that you have “today” (thank 

you, Joan). Don’t dwell on what we don’t have but rather what we do.  I have enjoy 

every minute of being your editor and hope to continue.  I guess I won’t be your 

editor 17 years from today, but I’m happy that I am now.  And, I’ll bet that in the 

year 2035 The Lone Ranger will still be America’s hero!    

Talk to you all soon.  Stay safe, well and have a happy fall.   

Annie Little 
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ON LISTENING TO TLR ON RADIO V. SEEING HIM ON TELEVISION  

By: Dr. Jim Vickrey, Ph.D., J.D #635 

“It is wise to listen, not to me but to the Word ….”  

 -- Heraclitus (540-480 B.C.), “On the Universe,” fragment 1. 

 

 I began listening to The Lone Ranger (TLR) on radio in Montgomery, AL, in 

the mid-forties.  He Hi-O-Silvered his way into my family’s living rooms (we moved 

a lot) three times a week, first, on WSFA, then, on WAPX-AM, usually at 6:30-7:00 

P.M, CST.  

 From out of our console radio, as well as out of the past, came the thundering 

hoof-beats of the great silver stallion, as TLR rode again thrice weekly.  As I wrote in 

a previous article herein and in my new book, ROY, “ROCKY” & RED RYDER; 

“HOPPY,” THE DURANGO KID, AND M[O]ORE …, due out in the fall, “I can still recall many early 

evenings sprawled on the living room floor in front of [the] … radio set ….  And, I still thrill to hear the 

strains of the cavalry charge (‘The March of the Swiss Soldiers’) near the end of Rossini’s ‘William Tell 

Overture,’ which first announced the beginning of each episode …, the first ‘classical music’ I ever noticed 

and liked – heralding the start of another George W. Trendle-created and Fran Striker-developed and written 

adventure, starring the last and most memorable of the seven of the radio Rangers, Brace Beemer, as the 

“Masked Rider of the Plains [who] led the fight for law and order in the early western United States.”  No 

where in the pages of the history of my youth did I find a greater Earthly champion of justice.  So enamored 

of TLR and his faithful Native American companion Tonto that I early memorized its opening narration, 

including some of the words above, as I recently spelled out in the same bibliographic reference about him 

and my other B-Western heroes and their impact on me and millions of other boys and girls of that Era. 

 One of the reasons I early learned that opening, without purposely doing so, is to be found in the 

inherent power of radio and its aural narratives.  I memorized similarly the openings and, in some cases, the 

closings of other radio programs as well.  Do you recall, as I, this opening:  “Who knows what evil lurks in 

the hearts of men, The Shadow knows.  [Insert diabolical laugh.]”?  Or, this closing:  “The weed of crime 

bears bitter fruit.  Crime does not pay.  The Shadow knows.  [Re-cue diabolical laugh.]”  When I hear Radio 

Spirits’s “re-broadcasts” of such other dramatic programs as “Suspense,” “Mr. Keen …,” and “Gunsmoke,” I 

mouth the words of their openings also, even after all these years. 

 Why?  I hardly recall ANY television Western openings, including the truncated one of the 221 

episodes of the TV series, starring the beloved Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels.  I didn’t know it at the 

time, of course, but radio focused my attention on WHAT was being said and heard, as I dramatized each 

radio episode’s story and characterizations in the theatre of my mind, aided and abetted by the sound effects 

accompanying each of the hundreds of programs I listened to until TLR TV series effectively supplanted it in 

my life in the mid-fifties.  (Network television came late to my hometown.)   During the narrative Radio 

Period of my life, I reckon that I was exposed to half of the Ranger’s nearly 3,000 episodes, hearing most of 

them all and listening to (see below) more than 1,000.  

 We early learn how to see.  Anyone with a normally functioning visual apparatus (eyes, optic nerve, 

brain area interpreting the incoming electro-chemical signals) can soon “see” after birth, but sight, the 

dominant sense of most sighted persons, still has to be learned, in a real sense.  We as easily learn how to 

hear.  Anyone with a normally functioning auditory or aural apparatus (ear, middle ear, inner ear and auditory 

Dr. Jim Vickrey 
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nerve connecting with the areas of the brain responsible for interpreting the incoming electro-chemical signals) 

can “hear,” that is, perceive sound waves in the environment.  But, it is much more difficult to learn how to 

LISTEN to that sound; that is, to distinguish the sounds and interpret their meaning.  That is why some call it 

“hearing-plus”  - a heightened sense that requires a form of concentration not required to watch TV, for 

example.  Because we are so visually biased beings, television is much more “hypnotizing” than radio. 

 Moreover, LISTENING relies upon one sense primarily – hearing.  Listening has been defined as 

hearing-plus, because it involves the physiological process of hearing and the psychological process of making 

sense in the brain of what is heard.  Thus, it’s the “plus” part of that that makes all the difference.  The 

interpretation of sound (and its related “envisioning” process) in the theatre of the mind is what makes 

listening to radio so interesting, and ultimately informative and inspiring.  VIEWING the visual (and at least 

hearing the auditory) images of its soundtrack on TV is in a sense hearing-plus also, but with a difference.  The 

visual images are so powerful they typically result in a de-emphasis on words, with little very little left to the 

imagination and so very little left for dramatization in the theatre and on the Western sets of the mind.  It’s all 

presented to the viewer, who has to expend little psychic energy to extract all that’s there.  Indeed, if the visual 

presentation does not seem to be authentic, those images may very well distract the viewer. 

 Growing up with narrative radio in the ‘40s and early ‘50s -- before, by the mid-‘50s, our television 

sets’ glare pushed console radios out of our living rooms and into other parts of our homes – was literally 

worth its weight in … the gold of imagination.  Radio stretched our minds and strengthened our awareness of 

the importance of words.  Let me unpack that sentence, as social scientists like to put it these days. 

 Stretching Our Minds.  Homo sapiens has been well denominated homo narrens.  Since our earliest 

ancestors sat around campfires narrating stories, we have been predisposed to favor oral story-telling.  That’s 

why as early as the second grade in school my grade school friends and I liked our teacher’s reading aloud to 

us.  Do you remember Toby Tyler’s “circus adventure”?  Almost seven decades later, I still do because of that 

early exposure to oral story-telling, which whetted my growing appetite for reading.  That’s something I was 

already used to because of the earlier experience of listening to narrative radio the previous five years.  In the 

book noted above, I reference those programs, when they aired, and on what local stations I listened to them 

on.  In a real sense, they helped prepare me to enjoy B-Westerns at The Strand downtown. 

 Those who listen to novels and short stories today via earphones and iPod-type devices while jogging 

are re-creating the same experience and are better for it.  It makes YOU into the casting director, playright, 

photographer and editor, production designer, costumer, et cetera of the theatre of your mind via the process of 

having to envision it all.  Media that provide all of that ready-made do the work for you and the rest of us, 

shortchanging our imaginations.  (The same can be said of written narratives, but that’s a subject for another 

time.) 

 Growing up with Brace Beemer as TLR (see previous articles), I early learned to dramatize in the 

theatre of my mind the exploits of my favorite super-hero, a subject covered in the last issue of the newsletter.  

Indeed, radio made it easier to envision him doing the things demanded of him by his Trendle-Striker creators.  

Just take one example:  his super-heroic use of his Colt .45s.  By narrative policy, he never shot to kill, he 

almost never missed his aim, and he could do things modern police forces are taught never even to try to 

execute – shoot a firearm out of an adversary’s hand.  For years later, viewing him and other B-Western heroes 

do such a thing at the movies and on TV, I was incredulous.  Unerringly, they did that on various screens, 

sometimes even facing the bad guy, without leaving so much as a real injury – merely a “stinging” sensation.  

On radio, that didn’t come up and so didn’t matter so much.  (Other similar examples involved actors less than 

six feet-tall taking on and out actors the size of or larger than Roy Barcroft, my favorite bad guy, with barely a 
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scratch to themselves, and fast horses catching up to other fast horses being ridden away from justice only 

because of the obviously slowed running of the escaping bad man’s horse.) 

 It is no accident that the first of the great works of literature in the western canon were oral narratives, 

told down through the centuries by animated narrators who made THE ILLIAD and THE ODYSSEY come to 

life as did my second grade teacher the story of Toby Tyler (Homer will forgive the implied equality of merit 

there, I hope).  When such stories were written down, they lost something in the translation, as was even more 

the case when motion pictures of the siege of Troy and Ulysses’s return home to Greece were imagined for us 

in the theatre of another’s mind.  Q:  Which medium works best for you?  Which exercises your mental 

powers, enabling you to create your own narratives? 

 Strengthening Our Awareness of the Importance of the Word.  To appreciate fully what I am trying to 

articulate here, read Marshall McLuhan’s UNDERSTANDING MEDIA, which traces the history of the media 

used by human beings since time immemorial and, more importantly, the differential effects each has had on 

our species, including his penultimate point that “the medium [itself] is the message” in the form of its implicit 

effects upon us.   Oral cultures are different from (or than, if you prefer) written cultures; radio cultures are 

different from television cultures.  With each stage of human “progress,” the Word, as spoken and/or read, has 

become less dominant, less important, and, with it, our memories and imaginations.  That is why, during a half

-century-long career in communication-related studies at half a dozen universities, I witnessed a steady decline 

in the verbal skills of my students.  As they grew up and were educated in an increasingly visual electronic 

culture, the Word became less important to them and their peers – except to the extent they resorted to iPhones 

to send messages, ungrammatically and with idiosyncratic spelling.  I didn’t realize the extent to which that 

had occurred until, grading a formal essay assignment, I observed that the student had lapsed unknowingly to 

himself into textese (“R” for “are,” for example). 

 I remain glad I grew up during the Golden Age of Radio, albeit near its end, so that I early learned to 

stretch my imagination by dramatizing narratives there and to listen to the words being spoken by radio 

narrators and by characters.  I’m not unique in that regard, I’m happy to note, although I am one of the few 

who majored in English and speech in college and one of the fewer still who chose a career there teaching 

those very subjects.  My generation and I were fortunate that network television was delayed by WWII:  It was 

coming into its own technically by the late ‘30s but its growth was stunted by the shift to a war-time economy.  

Otherwise, TLR might have been on TV much earlier and I might have chosen another major in college!  

 If you don’t think there’s a significant difference between listening to TLR on the radio and viewing 

TLR on TV, try this experiment, now that both formats are so widely available on CD and DVD, respectively.  

Turn off the sound.  Of course, in the case of your radio, there no longer will be The Lone Ranger and Tonto.  

There will be only the sounds of silence.  When you turn the sound off of a televised version of TLR, you can 

still make out the basic plot and follow the action on the screen, not missing the mostly directional dialog 

(“Tonto, we must stop that hold-up”).  That is especially so of a really well done TV episode.  Admittedly, we 

would miss the William Tell Overture and the classical music bridges that carried over to TV. Alfred 

Hitchcock used to say that in the case of his best feature films he had effectively failed if you could NOT turn 

off the sound and follow the plot of the movie … perhaps even better.  He cared less for the written Word than 

do I!  Or, seemed to think so, despite the fact that his best movies (N by NW is my favorite and a good 

example) are cleverly written, with spritely repartee between major characters. 

 Interesting to me is the fact that many of the earliest TV episodes of TLR were based on Fran Striker’s 

original radio scripts (pay attention to the credits; it’s amazing what you can learn).  Every time that rolls up in 

the concluding credits (I watch daily, M-F, on the Cowboy TV Channel), especially of the early ‘50s episodes, 

I find myself thinking the same thing:  I’ll bet that script played better on radio than on TV.   I know the dialog 
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and the derring-do played better.   Partly that is so because early television evolved from radio, not from 

motion pictures, as many people wrongly think, and didn’t come into its own as a dramatic narrative medium 

until it began to be accepted by Hollywood studios. 

 What do YOU think?  Do you buy the case for the superiority of TLR on radio I’ve barely sketched 

out here?  Are you too fond of Clayton Moore (I like him, too) to imagine anyone else in the role on any 

other medium than television?  Do you dislike, as I do, the fact that the TV series did not use ALL of the 

opening narration of the radio series, beginning merely with:  “A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud 

of dust, and a hearty ‘Hi-O-Silver’ …”?  I’d like to hear your views (334-272-5920).  I’d like to read them 

also, in the newsletter and/or via email (jimvickrey@gmail.com).  I have a silver bullet for the best response! 

 We readers of THE SILVER BULLET (bless you, Annie) know the answer to the timeless query:  

“Who was that masked man?”  But, in or on which medium did he best ride into the purple haze of the 

dawn’s early light of our lives? 

__________________ 

  #Dr. Vickrey, Ph.D., J.D., a native of Montgomery, AL, is a lawyer, a former university 

president, and professor of rhetoric and public address at half a dozen public universities in Florida and 

Alabama.  He is a prolific writer on a variety of subjects, including communication, education, the law, 

motion pictures of the sound era, politics, religion, and science, among others.  He is a member of The Lone 

Ranger Fan Club.   

Don’t miss any of our exciting stories  

and/or informative articles!  

Avoid the holiday madness - renew your membership early 

TLRFC would appreciate it if members would renew early 

instead of waiting to January 1st.  It is helpful for us to be 

able to process renewals early rather than having members 

wait for their renewal packets in December.  

Also, let us know if there are any changes to your email 

address, phone number or physical address!  

(The Lone Ranger needs to know where to find you.) 

mailto:jimvickrey@gmail.com
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Tonto’s Tales 

We recommend and endorse Nutramax as a daily supplement for better health 
for you and your pets.  Helps reduce joint pain and stop the enzymes in the 
joints that breakdown cartilage.   

Click on the boxes below for more information. 

Impossible is not a 
fact. It's an opinion. 

Me help do 
impossible and get 

bad guys  

http://media.nutramaxlabs.com/player/?file=Dr-Bob-Solving-Problems.flv
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/your-health
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/cat
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/dog
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/horse
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Beginning next issue, our very own 

Bill Niland will begin to examine each 

of The Lone Ranger episodes in the 

order they appeared on your TV set.  

He’ll be investigating the storyline, 

the cast members and their families 

whenever possible.  Make sure you 

tune-in next issue!  It’s sure to be a 

cliff-hanger. 

“A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud of 

dust and a hearty "Hi-yo Silver" - t
he Lone Ranger!” 

mailto:topsfield@earthlink.net
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS! 

SEPTEMBER       NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

  1 Steve Jensen 179 IA 

  3 Walter Wilson, Jr 288 TX 

  4 Ruth White 530 OR 

  4 Cheri Basham 571 TX 

  6 Roy Vanater 426 WV 

10 Susan J. Todd 118 MD 

11 Jerry Bigley 662 MD 

12 Tony Finkelstein 153 FL 

14 Gary Thostenson 536 WI 

17 Eriko Gotoh 458            Suginami-KU Tokyo 

18 Dana Jo Smith  689     IA 

24   Jude Ealy    431     MS 

24   Wendy Foy     12     MA 

25   Steven Pereira    168     CA 

29   Madlyn Laurent   578     AZ 

 

OCTOBER               NAME       MEMBER #   FROM 

   5 Daniel O’Neill   25 NV   

   7 Bill Zumbiel 412 KY 

   7 Anthony Mecca 601 NJ 

   9 Robert Burgoyne 673          Shropshire, UK 

  10 George West 676 IA 

  11 Al Dittrich 164 NY 

  12 Frank Adinolfi 674 MA 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS!   (CONTINUED) 

OCTOBER               NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

  13 George Bobbitt  698 TN   

  14 Thomas E. Reed 451 CA 

  16 Andy Martin 163 TX 

  18 James Kartsimas 289 IL 

  18 Camilla Morrison 257 NY 

  19 K.C. Durkin 664 CA 

  20 George P. Mazzey, Sr. 321 NY 

  26 Wendall Hinkle 613 TN 

  30 James King 335 CA 

NOVEMBER              NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

    7 Jim Rich 602 NC 

    9 Bobbi Schlosser 299 OH 

  10 Laura Marsh 596 FL 

  10 Farrel Knight 683 TX 

  11 W.J. Woods 570 TX 

  12 Anthony Cunningham 692 CA 

  12 David Pollison 678 CA 

  14 Peggy Wetzel 612 TX 

  17 Russell Stiver 661 MI 

  19 Gerry Murphy 696 AZ 

  20 Cliff Bell 511 GA 

  20 Jeff Farnham 637 NC  

  20 Colby Murray 443 IN 

  22 Morgan Paul Dickerman IV 711 NC 

  23 Jennifer Ernest 283 OH 

  25 Robert Hubbard 685 TX 

  28 Donna Spray 708 TX 

  28 Donald Schacht 162 WA 

  28 Stuart Brooks 701 FL 

  29 Morgan Dickerman 707 NC 

  30 John Kurtz 170 OH 
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 TLRFC State Directors 

Southern California -"Sean" Cunningham #692 seancunningham2003@yahoo.com  

Southern California - Thom Reed #451 thomasereed@cox.net  

N. Carolina - Matthew McNally #572 mcnallypsych9@yahoo.com  

Colorado - Bo Shaffer #243 bo@icinstitute.us  

Connecticut - Lou Servideo # 254 louservideo@gmail.com  

Delaware - Doug Briggs #110 drbriggs@gmail.com  

Georgia - Steve White #346 swloneranger56@gmail.com  

Indiana - Randy Johnson #208 rjohns65@sbcglobal.net  

Ohio - John Contini #656 tonicontini1905@gmail.com  

Tennessee (Eastern) - Tim Simpson #598 timsimpson2008@gmail.com  

Tennessee (Central & Western) - Wendall Hinkle # 613 wshinkle@hotmail.com  

West Virginia - Roy Vanater #426 royvanater@suddenlink.net  

 

 

 

THE LONE RANGER FAN CLUB 

 

The Silver Bullet is published four times a year (March, June, September, December) for the Fan Club Website since 2011 by Circle C 
Enterprise, a non-profit organization based in Salisbury, Maryland and is owned by Garry Cherricks.   

  

TLRFC was established and published by Terry and Kay Klepey from 1988 to 2002.  In 2002 it was published by Joe and Sandy South-
ern until 2011.  During this time from 1988 to 2010 it was postal mailed to the membership.  

  

The Lone Ranger and Tonto and all related characters and materials are Trade Mark and Copyright of Classic Media, Inc., in New 
York, NY. This Fan club is in no way connected with Classic Media.  

  

The Silver Bullet is a fan publication of the official International Lone Ranger Fan Club website expressly for Lone Ranger enthusiasts 
and collectors.   Deadline for submissions of letters, articles for printing and advertising is one month prior to the month of publication 
on the website.  

Disclaimer from The Lone Ranger Fan Club:  

Please note that no part of this publication may be disseminated, copied, 

or shared through public media avenues without the expressed consent 

from The Lone Ranger Fan Club.  Many items are exclusively provided 

here to our members for your enjoyment and information.  

Members may forfeit their membership for doing so.  Thank you.  
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